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The Influence of Steering Wheel Size when Tuning Power Assistance

Abstract: This paper describes how steering assistance should scale with steering wheel size. A method has been developed to scale complete torque felt by the driver, both for continuous and discontinuous feedback. This was used in an experiment with 17 subjects all driving a truck with three differently sized steering wheels. The test took place on a handling track at 45 km/h to 90 km/h. Continuous feedback was evaluated subjectively; discontinuous feedback by measuring angular response. Results show that torque feedback should decrease as steering wheel size decreases. A rule of thumb is to keep driver force level constant to maintain perceived handling and comfort. This also maintained the average steering wheel angle change response to discontinuous assistance. Furthermore large variance in angular response was observed. The direction, measured 0.25 s after start of a pulse, was the same as that of the pulse applied in 88% of the recordings.
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1 Introduction

Power steering, also known as power assistance, has been used for many years to lower the required steering effort when turning a vehicle or a vessel (Howe, 1956). In recent years various more advanced steering systems have emerged. These include new refined methods for applying assistance torque and changing steering ratio (Heissing and Ersoy, 2010). Also, they are most often electronically controlled which allows for a greater flexibility in behaviour. It also opens up for precise tuning of steering support level at every speed and driving situation.

The steering wheel size, i.e. the diameter, in cars has been kept rather constant historically. Today it is 35-40 cm in most passenger cars (Wheelskins-Inc, 2009). In heavy trucks it is larger as a consequence of legislation. As stated by UNECE (2005) the driver should be able to manoeuvre with limited steering forces also in the case of an assistance failure. With common wheelbase and steering ratio this typically means a steering wheel, StW, diameter of 45-50 cm on modern heavy trucks. Until recently truck power steering systems have exclusively been hydraulic (Volvo-Trucks, 2013; ZF-Lenksysteme, 2012). When moving away from pure hydraulic power assistance systems and introducing new redundant electronic steering systems the legislation requirement becomes less relevant. Hence, the StW size could be chosen more freely also in a heavy truck.

The importance of force feedback for vehicle handling has been analysed in several studies (Ciarla et al., 2012; Kim and Cole, 2011; Pfeffer, 2006). Anand et al. (2011) carried out a simulator study where steering effort was tuneable when driving. The subjects reported their preferred level when satisfied. It was shown that the level varied highly between
individuals; this is also confirmed by Barthenheier and Winner (2003). Newberry et al. (2007) performed a thorough experiment to analyse what aspect of force feedback that a driver senses - whether it is torque or force. An indoor test apparatus with a strain gauge was used to measure StW torque. The StW angular degree of freedom was locked (isometric test). It was concluded that a driver perceives force rather than torque. When the angular degree of freedom was unlocked and torque set to zero it was further found that a driver perceives StW angle rather than hand translation. The StW centre position was not adjusted when changing StW.

It has not been shown how force feedback should vary with StW size in a real vehicle where isometric motion no longer holds and where the driver subjectively decides on optimal balance between handling and comfort. Also no such test has been performed where the subjects are free to choose seating and StW position which could be different when changing StW. This is the first identified gap analysed in this paper.

Now, continuing on next topic. In recent years new functions have been developed where more than vehicle forces can be sensed in the StW. Examples are functions for positioning in lane, crash avoidance and vehicle stabilisation (Rossetter, 2003; Volvo Cars Corporation, 2008; Yang, 2013). Some of these are not continuous, meaning that the torque which is added to the steering column is ramped up almost instantaneously. The intention is not only to provide tactile information to the driver. It is also to directly effect the steering wheel angle before the driver has had time to understand the seriousness of the situation. During that time the driver is however still in contact with the StW. This highly effects the angular response of the additional torque.

Cole (2012) developed a driver-vehicle model which was used to analyse a driver’s ability to do path-following when exposed to a lateral force disturbance. Also driver response from both angle and torque disturbance inputs was analysed. The model was validated with a driving simulator experiment where angle overlay was performed. Groups were divided as tensed or not tensed. Abbink et al. (2011) measured driver frequency response to torque disturbance in a fixed based simulator. Pick and Cole (2007) used a similar set up to validate a linear mass-damper-spring model. The angular response was shown to be captured up to 6 Hz for random torque disturbances. The model contained arm inertia, damping and stiffness. It was observed that damping and stiffness increased as the driver co-contracted.

Several models have been developed and tests have been performed to study driver response to discontinuous StW torque feedback. No in vehicle measurements have been performed to show differences of driver response when StW size is changed and when the tension level of the driver is a consequence of the main mission of following a real road, or similar. This is the second identified gap analysed in this paper.

When changing StW size old knowledge about truck steering tuning would have to be transferred to apply for another StW size. I.e. how steering assistance should be tuned as a function of StW size. Considered are both continuous properties, e.g. normal driving characteristics, and discontinuous, e.g. guiding pulse. Hereafter referred to as part 1 and 2 respectively. The work also intends to serve as a mapping when comparing results received from vehicles with different StW sizes.

This paper describes an experiment conducted on a test track to study:

**Part 1 - Tuning of Continuous Characteristics:** How continuous steering properties should depend on StW size to maintain a subjective balance between handling and comfort.

**Part 2 - Discontinuous Column Torque:** How discontinuous steering properties should depend on StW size to maintain the same angular driver response.
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Similar questions could be stated for the properties steering gear ratio and wheelbase. These are not considered and therefore kept fixed.

In the next section of the paper the developed method for scaling is presented and the performed experiment is described. In Section 3 received results are presented and discussed. A conclusion is given in Section 4.

2 Method

In this section basics about steering characteristics are described and also how a scaling method was applied. The chosen pulse for discontinuous testing is then described. Finally used vehicle, track and experimental set up are shown.

2.1 Part 1: Continuous Steering Characteristics

Steering assistance systems together with vehicle geometries make up for the basic steering characteristic, which is of high importance for the experienced stability of the vehicle. Figure 1 show the basic characteristic properties at \( v_x = 80 \text{ km/h} \), high friction and low steering wheel angular rate for the truck used in the experiment. A hysteresis, such as seen in Figure 1, appears due to friction and damping in the steering system. On how to measure the characteristics, see e.g. (Salaani et al., 2004). The slope and level of hysteresis of this curve is of high importance to get a comfortable and directionally stable vehicle (Rothhämel, 2010). The term steering characteristics hereafter refer to the relation between StW torque and StW angle (with time derivatives). When changing steering wheel diameter the lever arm for the driver will change. One natural hypothesis would be that the drivers force level should be kept constant, when steering angular ratio is maintained. In other

![Figure 1 Baseline StW torque characteristics at speed \( v_x = 80 \text{ km/h} \) for used truck.](image-url)
the required steering torque should be scaled linearly with steering wheel radius. In this experiment a truck was equipped with Volvo Dynamic Steering (Volvo-Trucks, 2013). This allows for great flexibility in shaping the required steering torque. The torque was changed with a gain factor according to

\[ T_d(\theta, \dot{\theta}, v_x) = k_g \cdot T_{d,0}(\theta, \dot{\theta}, v_x) \]  

(1)

where \( T_d \) denotes required driver torque, \( \theta \) steering wheel angle, \( \dot{\theta} \) steering wheel angular rate, \( v_x \) vehicle longitudinal speed, \( T_{d,0} \) baseline steering torque characteristics (as in Figure 1) and \( k_g \) a scaling parameter. In Figure 2 characteristics for \( k_g = 0.5 \) and \( k_g = 1 \) are shown. Note that not only the slope but also the hysteresis (damping and friction) is scaled, i.e. the total torque is scaled with \( k_g \) at all times.

If the hypothesis of maintained driver force would hold true the scaling value \( k_g \) should have a linear dependence on StW size, for each subject, i.e. each test driver. If on the other hand the StW torque was to be maintained \( k_g \) should not change when the StW size varies. On top of the here described torque characteristics it was possible to superimpose more torque. This was used in the second part, described in next section.

### 2.2 Part 2: Discontinuous Steering Characteristics

A discontinuous steering column torque input was produced by a sudden vertical offset to the characteristics in Figure 2. In the experiment a square pulse was used as discontinuous torque input. The pulse lasted for one second and was \(-3 \cdot k_g \) Nm. This gave obvious impact on the driver but was still considered as safe on the used test-track. The continuous characteristics were also scaled for part 2 as \( k_g \) also affect relation (1). Again to scale complete torque applied on the StW. The rise time of the steering servo motor, from torque request to actual torque, was below 5 ms.
2.3 Experiment

To find out how force feedback should scale with StW size an experiment was set up where the previously described scaling method was used.

**Truck Specification**

A rigid Volvo FH16 truck was used. The axle arrangement was a single front axle, two rear axles whereof one driven. The rear most axle was lifted in all runs. Specifications are shown in Table 1. Three StWs were used, one Volvo FH 450 mm diameter (large), one Volvo V50 390 mm diameter (medium) and a Sparco R333 330 mm diameter (small). A quick release was installed to allow fast change of StW.

**Table 1** Specification of Volvo FH16 truck used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( L )</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Wheelbase, distance between front and drive axle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{z,f} )</td>
<td>63044</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Front axle vertical load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{z,d} )</td>
<td>72275</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Drive axle vertical load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( F_{z,t} )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Tag axle vertical load (lifted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( i_s )</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Steering ratio, road wheel angle to StW angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{StW} )</td>
<td>[0.038, 0.019, 0.015]</td>
<td>kg m²</td>
<td>StW inertia for large, medium and small StW including StW and column above power steering unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_{StW} )</td>
<td>[0.225, 0.195, 0.165]</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>StW radius for large, medium and small StW measured from centre to rim edge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The truck was equipped with Volvo Dynamic Steering which is a torque overlay electric steering servo mounted on-top of a hydraulic steering gear. The servo was controlled with a dSpace MicroAutoBox to realize scaling as described in section 2.1. In this way the value \( k_g \) could be changed from a keyboard even at speed. More in detail, relation (1) was in fact implemented and verified fully. Including terms for aligning torque, damping, friction, steering wheel eccentricity and pulse. The only aspect not included in scaling was torque from StW inertia. The inertia of the StW together with steering column, \( I_{StW} \), was assumed small enough to be neglected.

**Track**

A handling track having a lot of bends and one straight section was used. The top speed was limited to 90 km/h. The track was approximately 3100 m long and 6.5 m wide with two lanes. Traffic was unidirectional and other vehicles, driving in the same direction, occurred. The track was dry and some short sections had normal disturbances such as dips, small crests or were rutted. The maximum lateral acceleration reached by most drivers was around 3 m/s². Drivers were advised not to drive slower than 45 km/h. One third of the track had an alternative route, with more bends. The subject were free to choose their preferred path, how they positioned and their speed as long as they stayed on road and within speed limits.
Subjects

Totally 17 drivers participated; all holding truck driving license. From these 10 were full time test drivers and 7 development engineers. Two were female. The average driver was 39 years old, got the truck driving license in 1996 and drove 60000 km yearly in a truck.

Set-up

Each person was initially informed about purpose of the activity. This was followed by a warm up lap to get to know the truck and the track. Then the actual test was run.

Each subject ran with all three StWs. The order of the StWs was randomized. For each StW subjective tuning of continuous characteristics was first run, then followed by objective recording of discontinuous response. Here described:

**Part 1: Tuning of Continuous Characteristics.** The scaling parameter $k_g$ was used to adjust torque level when driving. The initial value of $k_g$ was randomized between 0.5 and 1.5, the subjects were told that the initial value was a random number and the actual value of $k_g$ was never shown to subjects. All of this was made to minimize cognitive bias (Fine, 2008), i.e. anticipation from subjects. The subjects were allowed to drive as many laps as needed to adjust the value of $k_g$ to find their optimal trade-off between comfort and handling. The subjects were instructed to change the value of $k_g$ by requesting either full, half or a quarter step up or down, where one full step corresponded to 0.1 in delta change of $k_g$. In this way the subjects were able to actively modify steering force level while driving and finally report their preferred level.

**Part 2: Recording of Discontinuous Column Torque.** The subjects were told to continue driving around the track, put both their hands on the StW and prepare for pulses to come (c.f. tensed mode in (Cole, 2012)). $k_g$ was set in random order to value 1.0, 0.85 or 0.7. These levels roughly correspond to StW diameter in relation to the large StW diameter. Note that changing $k_g$ effects both continuous characteristics and pulse size and that pulse was only given in one direction. An operator fired off pulses, unpredictable in time to subject, and all vehicle signals were recorded.

3 Results and Discussion

Here received results from the two parts are presented.

3.1 Part 1: Continuous Properties

The 17 subjects all decided on optimal scaling values of the driving torque characteristics. This was done for all the three StWs - resulting in 51 values of $k_g$, see Table 2. In Figure 3 the same data is shown but normalized with respect to the large StW $k_g$ value per subject. The data is normalized since it is assumed that the preferred level is individual. Two lines are also included to visualise the hypothesis of maintained force and torque. This corresponds to slope 1 and 0 respectively.

By assuming normal distribution a paired t-test was used to show the likelihood of listed hypothesis, where three groups were used representing all StW sizes used. The hypothesis of maintained torque show $p < 0.1\%$ and is therefore rejected. The data is a lot more likely when assuming maintained force. Looking more in detail at the distribution of Figure 3 it can be seen that the number of data points are too few, as the variance is high, to guarantee
Table 2  Final value of \( k_g \) for all 17 subjects and StWs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject ID</th>
<th>Large ( k_g )</th>
<th>Medium ( k_g )</th>
<th>Small ( k_g )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A linear relation. There are other non-linear models that would fit as good or better. The linear model of maintained force level is therefore only suggested as a rule of thumb for continuous steering assistance scaling. I.e. can be used as a first good guess.

During the trials some drivers complained about too slow StW free response return when \( k_g \) was low, which could suggest a hypothesis of maintained free response return rate. The steering wheel return acceleration is a consequence of aligning torque minus dissipative forces, i.e. what is actually scaled with \( k_g \). The method for scaling total torque should therefore only be used as a rough rule of thumb. More precise tuning of e.g. damping would also be needed, in fact it can be shown that damping should scale as \( k_g^2 \) to maintain free response return rate. The method used for scaling, where complete torque was varied with only one parameter, could be extended to make more requirements fulfilled.

Figure 3 show a rather large variance amongst drivers. Some additional tests were carried out with some of the subjects after completion of the main section. By changing StW and again initializing \( k_g \) to a random number the question was if the driver would replicate his/her previous selection of \( k_g \). Most of the subjects were not able to reproduce their previous value. In fact some drivers were obviously more sensitive than others. Some needed several laps to feel a difference when \( k_g \) changed and some felt it instantaneously. This showed that most of the variance in Figure 3 comes from resolution ability amongst subjects. The Just Noticeable Difference, JND, describe the minimum difference required between two stimuli before a human can notice the difference between them. For the arm joints the JND of sensing force is around 7\% and 2 deg for angle (Tan et al., 1994). Assuming that the subjects compared steering stiffness, in terms of force per StW angle, at 40 deg the JND for steering stiffness becomes 8.6\%, calculated with Taylor expansion of error propagation. This could explain a large part of the variance in Figure 3. Subjects were not able to discriminate between settings when \( k_g \) changed by less than the JND. Whether a driver perceive force or torque would here be irrelevant, since the relative JND would be the same. Furthermore whether a driver perceive e.g. lateral acceleration rather than StW angle...
is left for future work. For this matter it could only add to the JND value, since sensing of force is here the dominant term. It should also be pointed out that the subjects had to keep the truck on the road, contributing with more uncertainty.

Figure 3 Result from test of steering assistance continuous properties. \( k_y \) values are divided with \( k_y \) from large StW per subject. \( r_{SW} \) is divided with \( r_{SW} \) from large StW. E.g. all data-points for the large StW will lie in point (1,1). Numbers are used to denote multiple occurrence of data-point. Also included is two lines, one with slope 1 and one with slope 0, these are constrained to run through point (1,1). The two lines correspond to constant force and constant torque respectively.

In the actual implementation of (1) it was assumed that torque from StW and column inertia could be neglected. A recording along the track is shown in Figure 4. It also includes an estimate of maximum error that is induced when neglecting scaling of inertia. The estimate is derived from StW angular acceleration times rotational inertia. As can be seen inertia is a lot smaller than other terms.

Used test procedure was set up to avoid bias in results from subject anticipation. Figure 5 show how initial value of \( k_y \) effected the final value selected by the subjects. As can be seen the correlation is very low, which suggests that anticipation from subjects is low. After the continuous tuning activity all drivers were exposed to several pulses, as described in Section 2.3, this is the topic of the next section.

3.2 Part 2: Discontinuous Properties

In total 1080 pulses were recorded. Given two conditions, that speed has to be above 50 km/h and that the magnitude of the StW angular rate has to be below 0.2 rad/s prior to pulse, 858 remain. Figure 6 show what effect that the pulses had on the StW angle 0.25 s after start of pulse. This was the point in time when the highest average deviation was seen. The shape of the distribution is not a normal distribution as seen. It is not symmetrical around the mean.
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Figure 4  One measurement of total driver torque and friction along the track together with an estimate of error in torque arising when neglecting scaling of inertia.

Figure 5  Final value of $k_g$ shown together with the randomized initial value. The correlation is very low.
value and has a long tail on the left side. In total 88% responded in the same direction as the added torque. Possible reasons for the non-symmetrical shape are varying tension level of subjects, StW motion prior to the pulse and of course that there is different pulse sizes and StWs involved. However there are 12% of the pulses that even lead to a response opposite to the applied pulse. This indicate that the a priori uncertainty of a response is very high.

![Sampled probability density function of all the 858 pulses. The variable shown is StW angle delta change 0.25 s from the start of the pulse.](image)

**Figure 6** Sampled probability density function of all the 858 pulses. The variable shown is StW angle delta change 0.25 s from the start of the pulse.

The 858 pulses can be divided into nine classes, three StWs times three different values of $k_g$. Again mentioned, the pulse size was $-3 \cdot k_g \text{Nm}$. For these histograms are shown in figure 7. Of special interest are the histograms on the diagonal, StW large $k_g = 1$, StW medium $k_g = 0.85$ and StW small $k_g = 0.7$. These are close to be tuned as suggested in the rough rule of thumb presented in Section 3.1 - namely scaling of driver torque linearly with StW size to maintain force. I.e. the continuous characteristics are tuned to maintain driver force along the diagonal.

Can it also be said that a pulse should be scaled linearly with StW size to preserve driver angular response? To answer this question two more figures should be considered, Figure 8 and 9. These show how the mean delta change move as time passes. In Figure 8 the pulse is equal for all the StWs. In Figure 9 the pulse is scaled with StW size. The mean delta change is almost the same for all StWs, in the latter case, which is not so in the former case. This supports the hypothesis to scale discontinuous steering torque with StW size. The uncertainty is however big as seen from pooled standard deviation which is also included in both figures.

The inertia of the three StWs was not the same. Figure 10 show that the difference in torque, for the driver, cannot be fully neglected since the pulse itself is of order 3 Nm and the error up to 0.5 Nm. However inertia conserves energy and the torque absorbed initially will be released when the motion is decelerated. This would result in a delay of the peak
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Figure 7  Histogram of StW angle delta change 0.25 s from the start of the pulse. Mean value of samples is shown with a vertical line. The y-axis show number of times that the delta change was observed.

Figure 8  Mean StW angle delta change from start of pulse when $k_g = 1$. Also pooled standard deviation is seen to grow as time moves.
Figure 9  Mean StW angle delta change from start of pulse. For StW large $k_g = 1$, medium $k_g = 0.85$, small $k_g = 0.7$. Also pooled standard deviation is seen to grow as time moves.

value in Figure 8 when the StW has higher inertia. Only small such tendencies can be seen. The error induced from inertia is therefore assumed to be of secondary effect.

Figure 10  Maximum difference in torque from inertia, StW angle and pulse torque over time from a recording.
4 Conclusions

An experiment has been set up, on a test-track, to show how continuous steering torque should depend on StW size; this to maintain a subjective balance between handling and comfort. A method was developed and implemented to scale complete torque felt by the driver at speed in a truck. 17 subjects tuned torque level for three different StWs, of different size. Initial scaling was random and not shown to the subjects. Also the order of the StWs was varied to avoid bias from anticipation. Results indicate that driver torque feedback should be scaled when StW size changes. A rule of thumb is to use linear scaling of total torque to accomplish maintained driver force level, which is in accordance with (Newberry et al., 2007). Further adjustment of damping, friction etc. might be needed to realise conservation of steering wheel free response return rate. The subjects had some problems to be consistent in their subjective judgement. The human resolution was identified as the main reason for this. Further studies on tactile resolution of steering forces are therefore suggested.

Also analysed was how discontinuous steering properties should depend on StW size to maintain the same angular driver response. I.e. how a torque pulse should scale with StW size to have the same effect on steering wheel angle, thereby vehicle lateral motion. The same rule of thumb as for continuous properties was shown to work, namely maintain force feedback level. The StW angle delta change response was seen to vary a lot. The distribution was not symmetrical and did thus not follow a normal distribution. In (Cole, 2012; Pick and Cole, 2007) the cases tensed and relaxed arms differ widely in response. The large variance here observed could therefore be a consequence of tension level. Other possible factors are driver arm inertia, strength and if the driver is entering/leaving a turn. By monitoring driver state it could be possible to reduce the uncertainty in repose (Abbink et al., 2011). This would be useful when designing steering support functionality and therefore recommended for future studies.

The study was conducted with fixed wheelbase, fixed understeer properties and fixed steering gear ratio. These are other possible reasons for having different power assistance level when varied.
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